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the lvgp indoor go-kart track is situated on the top
floor of the milestones pub in rowrah, just outside of
the village of rowrah. if you are unable to travel this
far and wish to try out a go-kart then you will find a
list of independent operators on the lvgp track
locator with a link to their website and contact
details. the track in itself has a capacity of around
30-40karts per event and will be hosting lvgp as a
part of the m&s bar 50th birthday bash from the 26th
of october to the 3rd of november. it is a realistic
karting simulator. the aim is to create a software
useful as a training tool for real drivers, based on a
scratch built physics engine that accurately
simulates kart dynamics and setup options. as such a
steering wheel is strongly recommended, although
keyboard, joysticks and gamepads are fully
supported. kart racing pro also allows to host and
join online races, with an integrated matchmaking
server. during events data is collected, to provide
statistics for drivers comparison. i was fortunate
enough to be given a go-kart to use by the lvgp
team, who are kind enough to allow me to do this for
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you. i have had no experience on a go-kart in my life,
but have managed to get to grips with how to get
around on one! my first experience on a go-kart was
at the rowrah kart track. my go-kart was a k2
eurospec kart. the k2 eurospec is similar to the k1, it
is a single seater, and has a 24 inch wheel. this was a
perfect kart for me because it was a single seater
and easy to drive. the k2 eurospec can reach speeds
of up to 50mph. this was perfect for me because i
could get a feel for how the go-kart worked without
the threat of flying off the track.
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kart racing pro pro is a realistic karting simulator. the
aim is to create a software useful as a training tool

for real drivers, based on a scratch built physics
engine that accurately simulates kart dynamics and
setup options. as such a steering wheel is strongly
recommended, although keyboard, joysticks and

gamepads are fully supported. kart racing pro also
allows to host and join online races, with an

integrated matchmaking server. during events data
is collected, to provide statistics for drivers

comparison. the krp course seems to be a good
addition to the line of daymak karts. it has a special
steering wheel mounted to the handlebars. pressing
the accelerator with this type of steering wheel will

actually move the kart forward in its direction,
without the aid of a traditional steering wheel. this
may be a nice addition to the kart, but i have not
actually seen it in action and i would like to try it

before i get too excited. when it comes to customer
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service, the manufacturer is willing to respond to
emails. but they do not respond to phone calls.

emails may take a few days to answer and you may
have to write them more than one time. however, i
would suggest sending them a nice little package

with your kart and asking if they could fill out a quick
survey on your kart. this will help both you and the
manufacturer know how to take care of each other.
the best way to stay up to date on all of the latest
news is to follow the official daymak twitter page.

they will keep you posted on any changes to the kart
or parts. the best part is that they are very helpful

and will answer your questions. 5ec8ef588b
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